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qbittorrent 4.4.9 was released. mingw: the windows version is not well
supported. there are no active developers of the windows port. we also
don't have active windows packagers. if you are a windows developer
willing to help, just go to our bug tracker for a list of windows related
issues. or try to fix bugs that you yourself have discovered and annoy

you. qbittorrent 4.4.10 was released. mingw: the windows version is not
well supported. there are no active developers of the windows port. we

also don't have active windows packagers. if you are a windows
developer willing to help, just go to our bug tracker for a list of windows
related issues. or try to fix bugs that you yourself have discovered and

annoy you. qbittorrent 4.4.11 was released. mingw: the windows
version is not well supported. there are no active developers of the

windows port. we also don't have active windows packagers. if you are
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a windows developer willing to help, just go to our bug tracker for a list
of windows related issues. or try to fix bugs that you yourself have

discovered and annoy you. deleting your entire collection of torrents
and torrents and forcing everyone to redownload everything from

scratch is one of the most annoying things about bittorrent. but there's
a way to avoid it entirely. if you're using a proxy to download torrents, it
has been reported that qbittorrent experiences some problems to read

from udp through proxies. unstable or malicious proxies could work fine,
but may for example cause qbittorrent to crash. a fix in the pipe should

make all these problems go away.
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qbittorrent v4.2.0rc_20191026_c4d54d91d72 was released. attention:
the release will remain in beta until qbittorrent v4.0 is released. once

that happens only the oneiric version will be in beta. changes in
v4.0rc_20191026_c4d54d91d72 after the previous beta: qbittorrent

v4.4.0 was released. windows: users of windows 10+ can also use the
qt6 version of the installer. qt6 offers better hidpi compatibility. known
issue: the text on the progress bar may have wrong color or not appear

at all. you may switch to the regular version(qt5 based) until it is
resolved. the qt6 version isn't tested much. the v4.x series will probably
be the last one that supports qt5 and therefore windows 7 and 8. it will
see releases at least until the summer of 2022. linux: an appimage is

now offered. it uses the latest versions of qt6, libtorrent, boost, openssl.
it is created on ubuntu 20.04 and it should work on any other similarly
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aged distro. it isn't well tested. also ubuntu 20.04 is dropped from the
ppas because it doesn't have the minimum required qt5 version

(5.15.2). the appimage should cover any users left on that version.
macos: builds will be uploaded in the next days. this entry will be

updated to contain relevant info, so check back here too. torrentfreak
also reported about the imminent shutdown of the mininova based

search engine that is responsible for the wikipedia's collection of torrent
links. this is another reason for users to move to alternative search

engines and qbittorrent provides this functionality since version 4.2.0 as
three plugins are offering support of the mininova engine. this is a brief
look at these plugins and the links to download qbittorrent: 5ec8ef588b
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